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Turning a survivor-style classic into a restomod is a great way to retain the iconic looks of a vintage car while adding modern underpinnings suited for daily driving. But it takes more than just ...
Metallic Green 1970 Ford Mustang with Coyote V8 Is Restomod Perfection
Carroll Shelby was looking to take a little break from high-performance cars at the end of the 1960s, and this left the peeps at Ford without ... the Boss 302 engine and Toploader manual ...
1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 Shows Beautiful Patina, Has Only 22,863 Miles
Though updates and enhancements were applied to its looks and powertrains across this generation, the 2005-2014 Mustang stayed true to the machine’s roots, offering both automatic and manual ...
Used Guide: 2005-2014 Ford Mustang Convertible
A special Ford Puma ST model has been created after fans voted through social media. Called the Puma ST Gold Edition, the model has been produced after nearly 275,000 people picked various elements of ...
Ford fans help create Puma ST Gold Edition
For every one hundred Buick Roadblaster or Regal wagons that are still on the road, there are probably far fewer than one Ford Torino Squire, statistically. This generation of the Ford Torino had ...
Street-Spotted: Ford Torino Squire
A hot mess of a concept, the Ford Puma ST mashes three different categories of car together in a way nobody asked for, but the result is a vehicle you can drive every day with a smile on your face.
Ford Puma ST review: mixing things up with surprising success
There is no choice, there is only an immutable law. Elsewhere, free will exists – the requirements of fatherhood and motherhood are loosened. Here, though, there is only the way. The way it has always ...
The Ford Mustang Guide to Parenting
The best news is that the automatic transmission is a vast improvement on the previous whining, unresponsive set-up, writes Sean O’Grady ...
Nissan Qashqai: Modernised rather than revolutionised
Ford Focus had its ups and downs, but it's a hidden gem for enthusiasts looking for cheap, fun transportation.
1999-2007 Ford Focus | Used Vehicle Spotlight
For a singular nameplate with a long history, the 2012 Ford Mustang line-up delivers a ... The big news, however, is the return of the Mustang Boss 302. It's a modern take on one the great cars ...
2012 Ford Mustang
Plus Skyline 'not dead' says Nissan, Porsche breaks SUV 'Ring record, and would you pay $1.1 for Ken Block's Hoonitruck?.
California Bans Porsche 911 GT3 Manual, 2022 Honda Civic, Polestar 3, 2022 7-Series, Kia Telluride: Your Morning Brief
With a complete lineup of electrified vehicles by 2030, the Lincoln lux brand expects a majority of its sales globally will be fully electric by 2026.
Lincoln to introduce four new battery-electric vehicles starting next year
The previous-generation Ford ... manual gearbox has a 7% shorter throw than the previous ST’s already snappy shift, and features a flat-shift capability – smoothing and maintaining the engine ...
Ford Focus ST review: petrol, diesel, hatch and estate driven
On the occasion of the reveal of the 2022 Ford Maverick ... SVT has been commissioned to create factory-produced "driver's cars and trucks" with a balance between engine and chassis, road ...
The Ford Ranger SVT V-8 Prototype Tested: Smoke Machine With a Bed
Originally powering this large Ford was a 390 cubic inch engine mated to factory-standard 4-speed manual transmission ... They wanted to create something that would run on pump gas with ...
1000-HP Ford Galaxie Shows No Mercy
This generation of the Ford Torino had quite ... the 429-cid monster of an engine, in case you needed to fetch groceries in a hurry. Three- and four-speed manuals were on the menu, in addition ...
Street-Spotted: Ford Torino Squire
Amko Leenarts, director of design at Ford of Europe, said: “To create ... engine that you’ll find in the regular ST, bringing 198bhp and a 0-60mph time of 6.5 seconds. Alongside a six-speed ...
Ford fans help create Puma ST Gold Edition
In the past, Ford has made special-edition Mustangs not so special, giving them mild performance tweaks, custom paint jobs and not much else. The Boss 302 is ... 5.0-liter V-8 engine that supplies ...
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